05/02/2022
Subject: The SCOTUS Abortion Ruling “Leak” and The MLD’s Latest Tactics

So, the shit hit the fan again earlier today. The Marxist Libtard Demoncraps (MLDs) are hard at work
again executing their latest low blow against the last standing semi-Constitutional institution in the
Republic (SCOTUS); by undermining the results of the pending Roe v Wade related abortion decision.
My thoughts…
2022 is going to be one for the history books. The masks are off. The MLDs are completely out of the
closet. Resistance is futile. Between now and the 2022 elections “duck and cover” will be alive and well
once again.
Marxist (communists… from Russia to China to North Korea to DC’s demoncraps) will stop at nothing to
employ any/all tactics to take down any and all remaining “free” nations (and there’s not many left) this
year; no matter what. The USA is the key to the global kingdom; so get ready at ground zero.
Libtards (multi-millions of them) are and will remain stupid enough to continue voting, as always, for their
favorite communist representatives and local faction leaders; no matter what. In reality the only good
libtard is a dead libtard.
Demoncraps (as a close friend so aptly labelled them, giving full credit where credit is due) will fully, and
within the next 24 hours (if not minutes), embrace and execute their latest 24-48 hour news cycle
propaganda initiative behind this latest well planned and executed political shit storm which they created
(as yet another last ditch effort to save their House and Senate mid-term majorities); only to find out that
they, once again, fucked themselves in the ass in the process (once the silent majority finally figures out
that the MLDs are nothing less than full on, fully exposed communists wearing LGBTQxyz+++
Demoncrap G-strings). And who are these “MLDs/Demoncraps”? Well, there are way too many to list
here, but here’s a sampling who have already begun showing their true colors in front of TV cameras
within the 24 hour window (05/02/2022 to 05/03/2022) just as predicted:

Thank YOU Trump for being in office long enough to install no less than 3 extra semi-constitutional
SCOTUS Justices on the bench before your first term expired (even though the MLDs still managed to
corrupt the voting systems in several states in the meantime). Too bad the DC swamp is going to try to
suck this last remaining institution under, right along with the other two branches, most probably, in the
process.

Personally, my best guess is that the Obama cabinet (the ones pulling Biden’s strings for over a year
now) got their hands on this so-called SCOTUS “draft” opinion, took it outside the walls of SCOTUS and
then fed it to Politico (the suckers that they are) knowing that Politico could not resist taking the lead with
this opportunity to create yet another shit storm… knowing the MLD pundits and cable news media will
run wild, in every direction, thinking some SCOTUS insider (whistle blower) must be found to pin the tail
on, and fast. Next, it will probably take a year or so to “investigate” this action when, in fact, nobody
inside the walls of SCOTUS directly released it and it was released, instead, out in a back alley, behind
the Obama run MLD/DNC Whitehouse (which will deny it until the cows come home).
Stay tuned. The MLD party is just getting started. By the time you end up reading this, now that it is
spring time and getting warmer out (perfect timing as always… and which explains why a February draft
opinion wasn’t released any sooner), the MLD backed, bought and paid for, professional riot troops will
once again come out into broad daylight (and under the cover of masks and darkness) to “burn it all
down” without getting too cold or wet in the process.
Fucking MLD turds!

